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Abstract: Settlement and urban landscape quality is a vast field of research, ranging from studies on
“the shape of the city” to studies on functions and services performed by the urban landscape. In
Italy, a decisive steering role is entrusted to regional landscape planning, as introduced through the
current Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape. Regional landscape plans define the rules to which
all municipal plans must conform. This paper aims to assess the effectiveness with which the general
principles and rules regarding settlement and urban landscape quality defined on a regional level
through landscape plans are transposed and implemented on a local level through municipal plans.
We chose the case study of Regione Toscana, which has a Regional Landscape Plan approved in 2015
(PIT/PPR) that identifies “settlement morphotypes” and “contemporary urbanisation morphotypes”
and presents “Guidelines for landscape redevelopment of urbanised fabric in the contemporary city”.
We examined how the eight municipal plans approved so far are addressed in the PIT/PPR contents.
We also conducted a more in-depth study on topics of interest through structured interviews with four
designers who were responsible for most of the plans analysed. We also conducted a more in-depth
study on topics of interest through structured interviews with several plan designers. The results
from the discussion showed some weakness in the PIT/PPR’s ability to guide local planning tools to
improve urban quality. Additionally, the PIT/PPR’s effectiveness appears more evident in the rhetoric
of arguments used by local plans than in the results of the transformations that they prefigure.

Keywords: landscape governance; municipal plans; settlement and urban morphotypes; landscape
plan effectiveness; edge redevelopment

1. Introduction

Landscape quality in reference to the city and settlements is an extremely vast field
of study referable to various scales, approaches and disciplinary traditions. Within these
various meanings, we have chosen to focus on or take into account how this theme is
treated in studies on spatial planning, landscape and urban planning; thus, with a particular
emphasis on morphological and functional components. Therefore, we have excluded
disciplinary traditions related exclusively to the geography, architecture and philosophy
of landscape. Regarding the field that we have chosen, in a summary with an inevitable
amount of simplification, we can identify two endpoints: one endpoint is studies on
landscape quality of settlements (in which landscape is essentially seen as the forma urbis,
or ‘shape of the city’); the other endpoint is studies on urban landscape quality with
particular reference to a set of functions and services performed by the urban landscape.

1.1. Settlement Landscape Quality (Forma Urbis)

Studies on the shape of the city can be organised into various approaches.
The first approach is rooted in a series of theories and practices that define urban

limitations, which were developed primarily during the massive 19th-century urbanisation
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processes that took place in most European cities. In 1898, Ebenezer Howard was the first
to propose the ‘garden city’ settlement model, in which landscape (understood as a ‘natural’
and not artificialised space) became an element of control and containment of urban growth.
That concept was further developed in planning proposals for the conurbation of London,
first by Raymond Unwin in 1929, and then Patrick Abercrombie in 1944 in a more complete
form. From that moment until recent times, the use of a green belt took on the role of
controlling city growth and was reaffirmed in the Greater London Authority’s 2004 London
Plan. In many European cities in the mid-to-late 1900s, urban model proposals, which
were based on the British experience and a nucleus of theories, clearly delineated a green
edge in which “landscape and townscape” [1] are reciprocally defined by a complementary
relationship. Examples of these are: the GrünGürtel in Frankfurt and Munich, Anella Verda
in Barcelona and Paris’s Ceinture Verte envisioned by the Schéma Directeur de la Région
Île-de-France [2]. There are also Italian green belt models: the first one dates back to the
early 1900s and includes the ‘ring of parks’ around the consolidated city of Rome, designed
by Marcello Piacentini in 1916. Then came the most intense period of urbanisation in Italy,
which included the green belt from the 1979 Development Plan for Milan; in recent years,
interventions have included the ‘green wall’ and ‘historical park of the hills’ from the 1992
General Regulatory Plan (GRP) of Florence and the “Green Crown” project (2000) that
surrounds Turin with an integrated park system.

The second fundamental approach to the forma urbis is typically Italian in style. It began
with studies by Saverio Muratori [3] that examined the relationship between historical
settlements and natural environments, and then identified ‘types’ of urban and territorial
settlements. We can extract principles and rules from these typifications for a correct
design of settlements that are consistent with their historical territorial structures. The
theme has significant affinities with the “shape of the territory” that Vittorio Gregotti [4]
believed could generate a settlement project. This subject was further developed in studies
by Luigi Piccinato [5] on the morphogenetic function of land with respect to historical
settlements. Then came Bernardo Secchi’s structural approach [6], which is well-represented
by plans such as the one for Siena, where the particular morphological conformation of a
territory was the ideal opportunity to identify founding settlement principles, with which
transformations must be consistent (the same settlement principles described by Pier Paolo
Pasolini in his well-known 1974 documentary entitled “Shape of the City” about the town
of Orte).

Regarding this first area of study, settlement landscape quality can be defined by
morphological criteria (which can be a litmus test for other, even functional, aspects). This
depends on the degree of formal completion of a settlement and the recognisability of its
boundaries. In recent times, a line of ‘morphotypological’ studies has been developed
in numerous examples of planning, rather than in a large body of literature, including
the Regional Landscape Plan of Tuscany, which we discuss in detail in this paper. Con-
versely, numerous theoretical studies have been produced in reference to both the urban
edge and containment of land consumption [7]. Ahani and Dadashpoor [8] proposed a
systematisation of various categories into which this line of studies could be organised.
The first category is urban growth containment policies based on planning interventions
(UGCPI), which can, in turn, be divided into three types of approaches: those that update
the use of green belts, namely non-building areas such as open green spaces, forests or
arable lands [9]; those based on the delineation of urban growth boundaries, namely a
“formal line for separating an urban environment from the open lands around it” [10];
an approach in which the ‘line’ is not a real perimeter but an external limit within which the
implementation costs for infrastructures and services fall entirely to the subjects responsible
for the transformation intervention [11]. The second is urban growth containment policies
based on financial interventions (UGCFI), which is based on the application of taxes and
fines for expansion into specific areas [12] or the transfer of development rights [13].

Finally, in the literature on urban edge, there is an important line of studies focused
on the role of agricultural spaces in the creation of new settlement models [14–16], which
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are based on the valorisation agricultural multifunctionality [17,18], variety of ecosystem
services [19] and opportunities of morphological redevelopment that agricultural areas can
offer to settlements [20].

1.2. Urban Landscape Quality

Studies on urban landscape quality belong to other disciplinary traditions. Golkar [21,22]
identified four approaches to the subject throughout history: (1) artistic, (2) functional,
(3) perceptual/contextual and (4) sustainable. Keshtkaran [23] then created outlines for
these approaches. We now propose a critical reading of the four approaches, highlighting
how the concepts of urban landscape and its quality become increasing more complex with
each approach.

The artistic approach began in the late 1800s with the studies of Camillo Sitte [24].
Urban landscape quality is pursued from both decorative interventions to façades and
through the revival of a series of spatial relationships between serial construction, mon-
umental emergencies and open spaces (with particular attention to the piazza and its
controlling role in urban fabrics), inferred from historical models. The nature of urban
quality is essentially aesthetic.

The functional approach is well represented by the work of Le Corbusier. In his
progressive approach, urban landscape quality depends on the efficiency of the city and
is pursued through standardised and replicable interventions. Therefore, it is a concept
in which the element of function is added to the element of aesthetic, albeit in a radically
different way with respect to the preceding tradition.

The perceptual/contextual approach began in the 1960s with studies by Donal Ap-
pleyard and Kevin Lynch [25], to which we must add two fundamental contributions
by Gordon Cullen [26] and Jane Jacobs [27]. The relative objectivity of the previous two
approaches has been replaced by a subjective point of view on urban landscape. Its quality
is functional with such characteristics as ‘legibility’ and ‘figurability’, which derive from the
perceptive ability that the subject exercises on the urban context. Consequently, urban land-
scape is a “social-spatial structure” [23] (p.146). Urban landscape quality is a socio-cultural
and intersubjective concept.

The fourth approach focuses on sustainability as the central concept of urban land-
scape quality, and its main exponents are Ian MacHarg [27] and Peter Calthorpe [28]. An
emphasis is placed on the ecological performance that the city is able to provide. With these
studies, urban landscape quality returns to being a functional concept. However, unlike
functionalism in the early 1900s, when humans were the one and only beneficiary of design
actions, in this more recent acceptation, human presence is seen increasingly as only one of
many possible expressions of “living being” within the city [29,30]. Therefore, urban land-
scape quality refers to a wider spectrum than users or ‘inhabitants’, and its ecological and
environmental complexity becomes one of its essential elements. Returning to Keshtkaran’s
research [23] (p. 146), urban landscape is a “sustainable socio-spatial structure”.

In the contemporary disciplinary literature, the field of study described here has de-
veloped in the direction of conceiving landscape (including urban and suburban landscape)
as a “place for sustainability” [31] (p.3), [32]. In this context, through a perspective on the
city that we can define as ‘landscape’, the idea of sustainability “is moving away from
being viewed as a specialised type of landscape architectural practice, focused exclusively
on ecological concerns, toward a more mainstream concern for all landscape architecture
projects” [33] (p.3).

Moreover, a notable amount of literature has developed on what could be consid-
ered effective indicators to describe the overall quality of urban landscape, including an
assessment of its sustainability. According to Amin [34] (p.105), the parameters to be con-
sidered are safety, health, and efficiency, as well as visual and cultural appeal. D’Onofrio
and Sargolini, based on studies by Amin and Cocci Grifoni, formulated an idea of urban
landscape as a “‘complex indicator’ of urban sustainability and quality of life of city in-
habitants” [35] (p.11). From this, they identified three large “families” in which to allocate
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quality and sustainability indicators of the urban landscape present in European research
and studies: “distinctive and pleasant”, regarding the presence of both non-artificialised
components and collective identification elements; “efficient and nice”, regarding urban
metabolisms; “clean and healthy”, regarding environmental quality and safety (ibidem,
p. 39). Gavrilidis et al. [36] integrated economic, social and environmental indicators of
urban landscape with aesthetic-perceptive parameters that reveal inhabitant satisfaction
within a specific environment.

This idea of urban landscape quality as an indicator of the overall quality of a location
is echoed in the 2000 European Landscape Convention (ELC). As we know, the ELC
has contributed substantially to overcoming a conception of landscape as exclusively
monumental and aesthetic-perceptive by including natural, rural, urban and peri-urban
areas, as well as everyday or degraded landscapes [37] (art. 2). The convention also
highlights landscape multifunctionality, which “has an important public interest role in
the cultural, ecological, environmental and social fields”, “is an important part of the
quality of life for people everywhere” and “is a key element of individual and social well-
being” (ibidem, preamble). According to the ELC, landscape is the living environment
of populations and, with reference to urban landscape, becomes a significant value that
is not only morphological but also functional (adequacy of services and public spaces,
or the mixité) and environmental (adequacy of environmental features). Moreover, it is
due to these considerations that the ELC asks to “integrate landscape into its regional and
town planning policies and in its cultural, environmental, agricultural, social and economic
policies, as well as in any other policies with possible direct or indirect impact on landscape”
(ibidem, art. 5, par. d). In the past two years, the pandemic has contributed to reinforcing
an acceptation regarding urban landscape quality that is strongly linked to accessibility
and proximity to common goods, essential services and natural elements, thus highlighting
its interpretation of public space.

1.3. Settlement and Urban Quality in Landscape Planning

On an operational level, the themes discussed so far have been dealt with on both an
urban project scale and a territorial and urban planning scale. In the latter area, a decisive
steering role regarding settlement and urban landscape quality in Italy is entrusted to
regional landscape planning. Landscape plans, which have been introduced through the
current Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape [38], are superordinate to all other plans
and programmes that act on regional territories and define the rules to which all municipal
plans must conform.

The objective of this paper is to assess the effectiveness with which general princi-
ples and rules regarding settlement and urban landscape quality, defined on a regional
level through landscape plans established by the Italian legal system, are transposed and
implemented on a local level in municipal plans.

In particular, the paper will assess, with specific reference to planning in Tuscany, if and
in what measure its Regional Landscape Plan is effective with respect to these objectives:

• The improvement in landscape quality of settlements through the regulation of the
forma urbis and its edge (by both ‘restoring’ certain identifying characteristics of
settlement landscape and containing new urbanisation);

• The improvement in urban landscape quality regarding both the management of building
transformations of existing settlements and prefiguration of future urban transformations.

1.4. Structure and Contents of the Paper

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 (Materials), we present a summary of
the tools and methods used to achieve the quality of settlements and urban landscape in Ital-
ian landscape planning. Then, we present the case study of Regione Toscana, which has a Re-
gional Landscape Plan (detailed information is available in Supplementary Materials) that
was approved in 2015 (called Regional Territorial Plan with the value of Regional Landscape Plan,
PIT/PPR), which saw the collaboration of all the authors of this article from the begin-
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ning. In the PIT, the topic of settlement and urban landscape is treated in the so called
“third structural invariant”, which identifies two reference scales, two analytical-design
devices (“settlement morphotypes” and “contemporary urbanisation morphotypes”) and
another tool called “Guidelines for landscape redevelopment of urbanised fabric in the
contemporary city”. In Section 3 (Methods), we present the methodology used to assess the
regulatory effectiveness of the Plan regarding settlement quality and urban landscape. To
this end, we conducted an examination of municipal planning materials produced in eight
cases (the only cases as of November 2021) in which drafting methods were completely
consistent with the PIT/PPR and Tuscan Regional Law 65/2014 “Regulations for territo-
rial government” (LR 65/2014). We then interviewed several designers of the examined
plans, asking them for an overall assessment of the PIT/PPR’s effectiveness in guiding the
quality of settlements and regional urban landscapes. The results of our municipal plan
examination and interviews with municipal plan designers are illustrated in Section 4. The
discussion (Section 5) highlights how the topic of settlement and urban quality deals with
different fields of study and scales of reference. In the case of the PIT, we noted several of
the plan’s limitations along with its elements of relevant innovation, the latter being mostly
on a cultural level. In fact, the plan promotes a new vision and new development scenario
for the Tuscan landscape. Finally, our conclusions (Section 6) summarise the paper and
indicate some theoretical and empirical developments for the future of such an approach to
landscape planning.

2. Materials
2.1. Tools and Methods for Settlement and Urban Quality in Italian Landscape Planning

In Italy, an important role for the management of urban landscape quality is played by
a regional landscape planning tool that has existed for many years. It was first introduced
by Law 1497/1939 for the protection of natural beauty, which the Government could use
to protect places of exceptional value. Then, in 1985, with the enactment of Law 431 (the
“Galasso law”), the landscape plan was officially added to the national planning tools
and became mandatory for all regions. For many reasons (Gisotti 2018), that generation
of landscape plans was adopted by only a few regions and hardly implemented. In
2004, the landscape plan evolved into the Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape
(D.Lgs 42/2004) [38], which defines quality objectives and specific regulations for the
protection, valorisation and redevelopment of the entire regional territory (including
urbanised areas), to which municipal urban plans must conform. In fact, in accordance
with art. 145 of the Code, the Regional Landscape Plan, which each region is obliged to
adopt, has a superordinate role with respect to all other plans and programmes that act on
the territory. In this section, we present an overview of the tools and methods employed in
Regional Landscape Plans to protect and manage urban landscape.

Before examining the issue, we must say that the control and management chain of
urban landscape quality—which is guided by both a Regional Landscape Plan and various
municipal urban plans [39]—can be a very dangerous weapon if we consider the limited
number of Regional Landscape Plans written in accordance with D.Lgs 42/2004 that have
been approved (i.e., the regions of Piemonte, Puglia, Toscana, Friuli-Venezia Giulia as well
as Regione Sardegna on the coastline) [40–42]. Consequently, the experience gained in the
field of conformity or adjustment to regional and municipal plans appears to be immature
and largely experimental.

On a national level, knowledge of these processes is not very systematic or updated.
The latest ministerial report published on the state of landscape policies in Italy dates back
to 2017 [43] and does not contain a framework of how many or which municipalities in
regions with approved landscape plans have adopted their urban plans. To this relative
inertia, which inevitably weakens the abovementioned control and management chain of
urban landscape quality, the National government does not respond with supplementary
investments in terms of analytical or policy documents. While it is true that the Govern-
ment stresses the centrality of landscape and related policies in the National Landscape
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Charter [44], these are only statements that will remain primarily rhetorical if fundamental
preconditions that change the drafting process and plan implementation are not put into ef-
fect [45]. Moreover, while ministerial guidelines exist for energy efficiency, improvement of
accessibility and reduction in the seismic risk to cultural heritage, guidelines for ‘ordinary’
or even degraded urban landscape, which the ELC places at the heart of its action, remain
marginal or unaddressed. Even in the Policy Act that identifies the Government’s policy
priorities for the 2021–2023 three-year period [46], this theme is mentioned in only one of
the intervention areas (ibidem, 3.1, 2).

In the years from approval of the code up to the present, those regions that have
adopted a landscape plan have shown a more operational attitude, including a highly
articulated treatment of the subject on a design and analytical level. In this regard, we must
clarify that a structural approach to landscape has been established [47,48] in the approved
plans (and the majority of those adopted), which interprets and describes the various
components of landscape, including those regarding settlements, in the cognitive frame-
work. Thus, that component is present under the following sections of these plans: under
“settlement layout” in the Sardegna PPR; under “anthropic and historical-cultural structure”
in the Puglia PPTR; under “morphological-settlement component” in the Piemonte PPR;
under “settlement and infrastructural systems” in the Friuli-Venezia-Giulia PPR; under the
third of four “structural invariants” in the Toscana PIT. A specific discipline (containing
a regulation with varying degrees of cogency) is associated with each component, which
local authorities must respect when adapting or conforming their municipal plans to the Re-
gional Landscape Plan. Legislative specifications regarding urban landscape and settlement
quality are implemented in this manner.

In general, landscape plans contain a strategic part that includes: regional landscape
projects [49–51]; guidelines or support and steering documents that include plan implemen-
tation; and graphic rules [52–54]. These are informative and operational documents based
on outlines and the integration of textual and graphic content, which adopt figurative,
summarised and ‘accessible’ codes and evoke the diversity of real situations.

This is the case of Regione Piemonte which, since 2010, has produced rather vast
documentation that has been added to the Regional Landscape Plan. This includes two
documents regarding “Guidelines for landscape quality of settlements”; one refers to local
planning [55] and the other to building design [56]. The first document addresses landscape
quality by referencing such aspects as: the environment; the public space system; the
morphological relationship between land and settlement; settlement types and historical
buildings; and production systems and infrastructures. One topic that receives particular
attention is the “urban edge”, which concerns decreasing land consumption and increasing
the polycentric settlement structure. The second document returns to several of these topics
(especially the relationship between buildings and land) and further addresses them on a
more appropriate architectural scale. Regione Piemonte has also produced “Guidelines on
scenic-perceptive aspects” [57] that focus on the correct inclusion of new buildings in the
landscape that is consistent with these values.

The Puglia PPTR also contains many policy papers on the quality of settlements and
urban landscape. Among the five regional landscape projects included in the strategic
scenario, we should mention the “urban-rural pact”—which aims to improve urban edges
by promoting the increased quality of both urbanised territory and its adjacent open
spaces—and the “valorisation and integrated redevelopment of coastal landscapes”, with
indications for the regeneration and redevelopment of settlement fabrics (primarily for
tourism) present there. The Puglia PPTR includes guidelines for the “design of landscape
and ecologically equipped production areas (APPEA)” [58] and “redevelopment of remote
and peri-urban agricultural areas” (linked to the regional “urban-rural pact” project [59]).
It also includes more detailed guidelines for the “protection, restoration and intervention
regarding dry stone structures in Puglia”, “recovery, maintenance and reuse of buildings
and rural assets” and “recovery of public buildings in protected natural areas”.
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2.2. Renewal of Legislative and Planning Tools of Regione Toscana

We now examine the Regional Landscape Plan chosen as the case study for this article:
the PIT/PPR of Regione Toscana, which was approved in 2015 [60–64]. However, before we
begin, we must briefly discuss the abovementioned territorial government act (LR 65/2014),
which, along with the PIT/PPR, forms an integrated provision that was approved in
November 2014 and is the second revision of a text first published in 1995.

As we previously mentioned, urban planning laws are of regional competence; how-
ever, their procedures and tools must recognise that the Government, through its local
superintendencies, has a specific competence in all matters regarding fine arts, archaeology
and landscape. We must also point out that the law provides for two forms of planning
action by municipal administrations. Firstly, they must define their general principles
of sustainable development by drafting a “Structural Plan” (Piano Strutturale, PS), which
remains valid indefinitely. Secondly, they must outline their intended actions for the
transformation of land use in an “Operational Plan” (Piano Operativo, PO) that is valid for
five years, corresponding to the duration of their administrative mandate. Regarding the
discussion herein, we must note that LR 65/2014 contains a fundamental new element
that obligates the perimeterisation of urbanised territory in municipal structural plans (PS).
In other words, all PS must map a limit beyond which “transformations that use unbuilt
land for settlement or infrastructural use” (LR 65/2014, art. 4, par. 2) are not permitted
for residential use; other uses (the most relevant being infrastructure and production) are
permissible only if approved through the consensus of Regione Toscana. This is evidently
a measure that aims to contain land consumption. As will likely be made clearer below,
the delineation of an urbanised territory perimeter has direct and relevant effects on the
possible actions of land-use planning and, therefore, on the effectiveness of actions that
influence urban quality improvement. Therefore, it is appropriate to present, albeit briefly,
the technical character that the law provides for delineating this perimeter, considering
that it is an abstract legal condition regarding land transformability, separating potentially
buildable land from that where building transformation is impossible. The limit of ur-
banised territory also concretely identifies the materiality of the edge as a fundamental
element of urban quality. The law asks for recognition of the continuity of built-up lots
in the existing territory. Wherever that continuity is interrupted, the urban limit must be
drawn (LR 65/2014, art. 4, par. 3). However, it immediately adds that “identification of
the perimeter of urbanised territory takes into account urban redevelopment and regen-
eration strategies ( . . . ) where this contributes to improving the design of urban edges”
(LR 65/2014, art. 4, par. 4). This oscillation between recognising existing conditions and
defining transformation conditions adds a critical element to the clear definition of the role
of planning tools for which municipal authorities are responsible. As we pointed out, Struc-
tural Plans (PS) have an eminently strategic planning role that guarantees the protection
and reproduction of anthropic and environmental resources and the general, non-specific
definition of desirable directions for change. The effectiveness of actual transformations
of physical space is entrusted to land-use planning tools (Piani Operativi, PO) that contain
disciplines for urban transformations and the management of existing building stocks.
Entrusting the task of delineating the urbanised territory perimeter to the PS seems to
exceed its role as a strategic guideline and invade the field of action of land-use planning,
with consequences that will be discussed below in relation to the effects of the application
of landscape planning.

2.3. Pit/Ppr Discipline Aimed at Urban Quality Improvement

The PIT/PPR of Regione Toscana entrusts the regulation of urban quality to the
regulatory treatment of the so-called “Third structural invariant: the polycentric and
reticular nature of urban and infrastructural settlement systems”. The Plan identifies
two intervention scales. On a smaller scale, it deals with issues regarding the regional
area and identifies components of the polycentric and reticular structure of urban and
infrastructural systems that are typical of settlement patterns in Toscana, defining them as
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“settlement morphotypes”. On a larger scale, it proposes a settlement taxonomy based on
the post-Second World War period according to the following criteria: (i) location (urban
vs. extra-urban); (ii) function (residential vs. non-residential); (iii) building density and
aggregation (dense and aggregate vs. rarefied and isolated); (iv) relation between building
facades and road alignments (parallel and adherent vs. non-parallel and discontinuous);
(v) prevalent building type; (vi) relationship to other fabrics and open territory. This
taxonomy identifies sixteen “contemporary urbanisation morphotypes” (cf. Table 1).

Table 1. Contemporary urbanisation morphotypes identified by the PIT/PPR.

Primarily Residential and Mixed
Urban Fabric

Primarily Residential and Mixed
Urban and Extra-Urban Fabric

Primarily Residential and
Mixed Extra-Urban Fabric

Specialised and Industrial
Fabric

T.R.1. Fabric with closed or
semi-closed blocks T.R.8 Linear fabric T.R.10 Inhabited countryside T.P.S.1. Fabric with linear

industrial proliferation
T.R.2. Fabric with open blocks and
isolated residential lots T.R.9 Reticular or sprawled fabric T.R.11. Urbanised countryside T.P.S.2 Fabric with production-

commercial-business platforms
T.R.3. Fabric with open blocks and
primarily residential lots

T.R.12 Small extra-urban
agglomerated blocks T.P.S.3. Specialised islands

T.R.4. Fabric with open blocks and
primarily residential developments

T.P.S.4 Fabric with residential and
tourism-hospitality platforms

T.R.5. Punctiform fabric
T.R.6. Mixed-use fabric
T.R.7. Fringed fabric

2.3.1. Settlement Morphotypes

The settlement morphotypes proposed in the PIT/PPR articulate the settlement struc-
ture of Toscana, identifying eight distinctive patterns determined by land morphology
and hydrological organisation. (cf. Figure 1) The discipline regarding recognition of set-
tlement morphotypes consists of “indications for actions” that express the Plan’s vision
with respect to a desirable result of transformations defined by plans and programmes
that influence territory government. However, there is no identification of either to whom
this should be entrusted (i.e., which jurisdiction should implement the discipline of the
plan) or which plans and programmes should be involved. These conditions make it
difficult to verify the regulatory effectiveness of PIT/PPR indications. To identify which
subjects the PIT/PPR deems appropriate for implementation, it seems pertinent to conduct
a preliminary exploration of the issues addressed in “indications for actions”.
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The first recurring theme in PIT/PPR indications is the limitation of land artificialisa-
tion, which means avoiding both new artificialisations where physiographic uniqueness
is present and ensuring that openings in linear conurbations remain unbuilt. The second
recurring theme evidently regards the regulatory content that is characteristic of municipal
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planning and involves governing of the use and reuse of abandoned buildings. Under-
standably, the Plan advocates for the recovery and regeneration of unused buildings and
areas and encourages minor to major changes of intended use for this purpose. For the
third theme, the PIT/PPR focuses its design proposal on developing the governing of
infrastructural and settlement patterns in the regional area. This focus would seem to
imply a shift in responsibility, involving the competence of subjects other than municipal
authorities. However, the planning system of Regione Toscana continues to be centred
primarily on the municipal scale. Despite the PIT/PPR being both a strategic territorial plan
(Piano di Indirizzo Territoriale, PIT) and landscape plan (Piano Paesaggistico Regionale, PPR),
its direct planning proposal is weak, and it fails to affect decisions such as the location of
new industrial and commercial areas in the region. The only actions directly promoted by
the plan (known as landscape projects, Progetti di Paesaggio) that have been launched so far
are funded feasibility studies, which almost exclusively concern the use of local landscape
resources to promote tourism. The Plan’s vision includes: (1) prefiguring a polycentric
settlement criss-crossed by an infrastructure of navigable waterways and soft mobility
embankments; (2) counteracting the phenomenon of abandonment and marginalisation of
mountain towns; (3) advocating for the substantial funding of these territories, aiming to
revive an economy based on local and artisanal production. These objectives are a long
way from the implementation ability of planning tools on a local, municipal and provincial
level; thus, the expression “guidelines for actions” seems, at least in this case, to define a
sequence of policy statements rather than true regulatory action. The fourth theme—from
which we can understand many associated guidelines from the Plan to the identification of
settlement morphotypes—can be described as the protection of values regarding tradition
settlement organisation in Toscana. In other words, safeguarding historical settlements
in open territories (walled towns and castles, villas, farmhouses and estates, religious
buildings, rural villages and roadways, networks of agricultural hydraulic systems). Fi-
nally, for the fifth theme, we can summarise PIT/PPR guidelines as indications for the
restoration of traditional landscape. At the risk of simplifying the Plan’s indications, the
text presents an image of an epic commitment to restore traditional patterns that have been
misshapen by modern transformations or at least to mitigate their effects, which include:
the rebuilding recognisability of the territorial relationship between urban centres and agro-
forestry systems; rebuilding visual relationships compromised by the expansion of large
conurbations through the delocalisation of production settlements and decongestion of
waterways; and more generally, by mitigating the landscape impact of recent urbanisation.
Finally, we must mention the specific and constant way that the PIT/PPR underlines the
transformation and redevelopment of settlement edges in reference to the quality of facades
built towards open territory, the seaside and embankments. The PIT/PPR’s insistence
on this issue is evidently linked to the specificity of the Tuscan settlement pattern, which
the Plan describes as “polycentric and reticular”. This technical term means that a large
number of settlements have developed along communication routes favouring rural land
parcelling. We must highlight that these elements generate critical aspects for subjects
who will implement the “indications for actions” set out in the Plan. Beyond any other
consideration, the commitment to restoring traditional patterns, or at least to mitigating
the effects of recent urbanisation, despite the appeal of using “transfer of development
rights”, can only be imaginable with the extensive and extraordinary availability of public
resources. Moreover, in a scenario such as the present, where resources are scarce, the
funds needed for the morphological transformation of urban edges could be made available
essentially as compensation for land development in these areas. However, there is no
escaping that this indication is likely not reconcilable with the objective of eliminating the
land consumption called for in both the PIT/PPR and territorial strategies that the Regione
Toscana defined in the 2010s. Finally, there is a further difficulty in the PIT/PPR regarding
the recognisability of its quality model for urban edges. Thus, it is appropriate to find more
explicit indications in the Plan’s wider discussion regarding urban quality.
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2.3.2. Contemporary Urbanisation Morphotypes

Contemporary urbanisation morphotypes identified by the PIT/PPR describe built-
up settlement fabrics that date back to the post-Second World War period (cf. Figure 2).
Classification takes place on two levels: a more general one that identifies four contexts
differentiated by location and function (headings in the Table 1); these are then further
divided by morphological criteria (columns in the Table 1).
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A summary of the urban quality model laid out by the Plan is present in the “specific
objectives” associated with each morphotype, the pursuit of which is delegated to the plans
and programmes that must conform to its indications. Unlike the cases of “settlement
morphotypes”, it appears that, in this circumstance, the pursuit of PIT/PPR objectives is
primarily entrusted to municipal land-use planning tools.

These specific objectives identify existing spatial characteristics to be protected and
not endangered, such as residual open spaces in dense blocks; the quality of contemporary
buildings in planned cities; ‘rural and diffuse’ nature of inhabited countryside; functional
unity between rural buildings, rural areas and agricultural land; building materials and
masonry in rural villages; rural roadways and perifluvial belts. A second group of objectives
involves criteria for organisation of public space and distribution of urban functions,
such as: increase the provision and quality of public services; increase urban green areas
by using unbuilt interior courtyards and free up space through building densification;
build public service areas in marginal urban centres including occupation of enclosed
spaces; reuse abandoned production buildings for public functions on a district scale;
introduce functional elements in non-residential settlements that are excessively specialised.
A third group concerns criteria for the landscape redevelopment of building stock, such as:
encourage complex regeneration projects of existing fabrics through transfer of building
rights, demolition and reconstruction of residential buildings for densification and the
relocation of production buildings; restore permeability to artificialised land and improve
energy efficiency of historical buildings by generating energy in production areas.

Finally, a fourth group of objectives concerns a prevalent theme named in the Plan as a
key strategy to improve urban quality: the criteria for treatment of edges and reconstruction
of the city-open territory interface. The PIT/PPR underlines the need to build “new
city-open territory relationships” consisting of visual permeability, in the morphological
definition of an external-facing urban front (in opposition to the current ‘retro’ condition).
This morphological definition could use plant and building materials to create a ‘green
belt’ of tree rows, orchards and peri-urban agricultural parks. The Plan recognises that this
objective is difficult to achieve in the absence of public resources and should be pursued by
adding the objectives of rural development programming to this theme.
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2.3.3. “Guidelines for Landscape Redevelopment of Urbanised Fabric in the Contemporary City”

Among its materials, the PIT/PPR contains a relevant document (Addendum 2) re-
garding the discussion of this theme. It is entitled “Guidelines for landscape redevelopment
of urbanised fabric in the contemporary city” and linked to the notion of “contemporary
urbanisation morphotypes” identified the PIT/PPR. The guidelines, which were subse-
quently drafted to the definition of the above-mentioned morphotypes, were written by
one of the authors and designed to be used in the process of drafting Piani Operativi
(PO, Operational Plans).

The guidelines, also entitled “illustrated guide for redevelopment of urbanised fabric”,
are three-dimensional images on a larger scale than all other PIT/PPR documents (about
1:1000) and propose the following objectives: (i) represent the spatial characteristics of
urbanised fabrics identified in the regional abacus, generalising and abstracting with respect
to the multiple contexts present in the regional territory (cf. Figure 3); (ii) highlight planning
choices—through the planovolumetric restitution of ‘pejorative’ consequences of design
behaviour that are inconsistent with PIT/PPR quality objectives—that could exasperate
landscape problems related to each invariant, “with particular reference to the quality of
nearby non-urbanised space” (cf. Figure 4); (iii) illustrate spatial configuration theories that
are consistent with the abovementioned quality objectives (cf. Figure 5).
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We must clarify that of all urban fabrics addressed in the guidelines, the following,
although present in the abacus of regional morphotypes, were not considered: T.R.1 (Fabric
with closed or semi-closed blocks); T.R.2 (Fabric with open blocks and isolated residential
lots) T.R.3 (Fabric with open blocks and primarily residential lots), as these fabrics generally
do not have borders with open or natural spaces due to their conformation. Thus, the
choice to not address them in the guidelines confirms that this document was designed
specifically for urban edges.

The guidelines delineate behaviour advocated by the PIT/PPR with respect to recur-
rent situations and, in this sense, allow for ‘guidance’ through consultation with various
figures involved in the drafting process of the PO (e.g., PO designers, private operators
proposing transformations, writers of implementation plans, etc.) (cf. Figure 6).
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3. Methods: Assessment of the Regulatory Effectiveness of the Pit/Ppr of Regione
Toscana with Respect to Urban Quality
3.1. Examination of Municipal Plans

As previously stated, topics that concern settlement quality constitute the thematic
field of the structural invariant known as “polycentric and reticular nature of urban and
infrastructural settlement systems”. With respect to this thematic field, the PIT/PPR
discipline identifies general objectives (Discipline of the Plan, art. 9) and proposes directives
(Discipline of the Plan, art. 12) that define provisions to be adopted “in the development and
implementation of urban and territorial planning tools, as well as plans and programmes
that have territorial effects”. In particular (Discipline of the Plan, art. 12, par. 3), according
to these directives, in their urban planning tools, municipalities pursue “specific objectives
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related to each contemporary urbanisation morphotype, ( . . . ) in order to classify urban
fabrics and the design of their edges”.

The PIT/PPR was definitively approved at the end of March 2015. Following this
approval, the revision phase of Tuscan municipal planning tools began. That revision was
needed to both adopt landscape plan objectives and comply with provisions of LR 65/2014
on territory government that were approved in the previous year. This law obligates
municipal authorities to begin formulating a new PS, or at least a variation in the existing
PS, within five years of its approval.

A proper reflection on the regulatory effectiveness of the PIT/PPR’s legal provisions
regarding settlement transformations and quality of urban environments should consider
all supply chain elements, including the level of land-use planning.

Regione Toscana entrusts the monitoring of the formulation of urban and territorial
planning tools to the Equal Planning Observatory, which carries out this activity along with
a verification of indicators on the state of settlements, the most relevant of which is land
consumption. As of 27 September 2021, the Observatory has deemed that seven municipal
authorities have approved an ordinary PO, in other words based on a PS written in com-
pliance with LR 65/2014 (https://www.regione.toscana.it/-/stato-della-pianificazione).
In the Table 2, we present the municipalities named by the Observatory along with the
municipality of Lastra a Signa, which concluded its approval process in November 2021.
Territories of the administrations involved are presented through: (i) number of inhabitants;
(ii) overall extension of artificialized land present; (iii) assessment (produced by the Min-
istry of the Economy and refined by the Institute for Research and Economic Planning of
Toscana) of accessibility and services present and classification as Hub, Belt, Intermediate,
Remote or Ultra-remote.

Table 2. The municipalities that approved an ordinary PO in compliance with LR 65/2014, Nov. 2021.

Month/Year of
PS Approval

Month/Year of
PO Approval

(i) Number of
InHabitants

(ISTAT 01/01/2021)

(ii) Land
Consumption (ha)

(ISPRA 2020)
(iii) Classification

Greve in Chianti
(Firenze) 03/2019 03/2019 13,470 668 Intermediate

Lastra a Signa
(Firenze) 12/2018 09/2021 19,441 509 Belt

Montemurlo
(Prato) 12/2018 04/2019 18,801 619 Belt

Peccioli
(Pisa)

12/2015 (general
variant) 07/2018 46,49 388 Intermediate

Quarrata
(Pistoia) 03/2017 07/2020 26,648 745 Intermediate

Scandicci
(Firenze)

04/2019 (general
variant) 04/2019 50,592 926 Belt

Vaglia
(Firenze) 02/2020 03/2020 5218 235 Intermediate

Vicchio
(Firenze) 04/2019 10/2019 7794 386 Remote

Thus, the number of cases is quite limited. All of these municipalities are located in
central–northern Toscana, which is the most urbanised area of the region (cf. Figure 7).
They are small- to medium-sized municipal administrations in terms of population and
settlement size. The three larger towns (Scandicci, Montemurlo and Lastra a Signa) are
part of the Florentine metropolitan area, while the four smaller towns (Quarrata, Peccioli,
Vaglia and Greve in Chianti) are less accessible and have less services. The eighth town,
Vicchio, in the Mugello Valley, is the most remote of the sample cases.

https://www.regione.toscana.it/-/stato-della-pianificazione
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All of the constituent documents of the PS and PO of the sample cases were collected
and examined with the objective of verifying the PIT/PPR’s ability to configure, or renew,
analytical attitudes and design choices concerning settlement quality. These local plans
were examined for the following purposes: (i) verify the adoption of the PIT/PPR’s “indi-
cations for actions” for settlement quality; (ii) verify how local plans technically interpreted
PIT/PPR directives regarding the delineation of contemporary urbanisation morphotypes,
and if necessary, in compliance with LR 65/2014 with respect to the perimeterisation of
urbanised territory; (iii) verify if the taxonomy of settlements and urban fabrics proposed
by the PIT/PPR as directives for land-use plans played a role in defining plan actions and
management choices regarding existing building stock; (iv) verify if and in what form
specific objectives related to each contemporary urbanisation morphotype defined by the
PIT/PPR are found in the actions defined by local land-use planning that aims to transforms
urban fabrics and redevelop the design of their edges.

3.2. Interviews with Designers

Following our documentational analysis of the municipal plans listed in Table 2, we
believed it useful to carry out a more in-depth study on the topics of interest to this research
through structured interviews with several plan designers.

Analysing the composition of working groups that drafted the municipal plans in
Table 2, we decided to interview a significant sample of the designers of the plans listed in
the table, who are either external professional designers selected by municipal authorities
or internal designers from municipal offices. In our given time frame, we were able to
interview four designers who were responsible for five of the eight plans we reviewed.

More precisely (referring to Table 4), designers 1 and 2 are external consultants and
authored two plans and one plan, respectively. Designers 3 and 4 are internal to their
respective administrations and wrote one plan each. Being a designer of urban planning
tools requires specific technical/scientific preparation (interviewees were all architects who
specialised in urban planning) and involves responsibilities that include: coordinating
working groups that draft plans; managing relations with administrations and superor-
dinate authorities; facilitating meetings and conferences, including those with citizens;
supervising the entire drafting process. Thus, these professionals have an overall vision
of the complete drafting process and a thorough knowledge of sector regulations and
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procedures, various territorial government tools and working dynamics of the territories
involved. Individual interviews took place remotely via digital platforms, were entirely
recorded and lasted for about 45 min each. They were based on a list of questions drafted by
the authors of this paper with the following goals: (1) further highlighting several aspects
that emerged from the documentational analysis of the plans and (2) bringing to light other
aspects that may have not yet emerged from this analysis. Thus, the interviews began
with a more general discussion, and then moved on to a more detailed assessment of the
PIT/PPR’s effectiveness in elevating urban quality as called for in municipal plans.

In the first part of the interview, in the framework of urban quality, designers were
asked to assess the: PIT/PPR in its entirety (question A); PIT/PPR in conjunction with
LR 65/2014 (question B); and the effectiveness of the different procedures (question C).

In the second part, they were asked to assess the effectiveness of the PIT/PPR in orient-
ing urban quality in Tuscan towns (question D); morphotype system (question E); guidelines
(question F); PIT/PPR’s effectiveness in increasing urban edge quality (question G).

Interview results are discussed below.

4. Results
4.1. Results of the Municipal Plan Examination
4.1.1. Verification of the Presence of Explicit References to PS Regulations as “Indications
for Actions” Regarding Settlement Morphotypes in Regulations of Examined PS

As previously stated, the “guidelines for actions” proposed by the PIT/PPR regarding
the identification of “settlement morphotypes” in the regional territory appears to not
have any real possibility of immediately producing recognisable effects on urban and
territorial planning regulations. Both the general nature of the objectives and the absence
of an adequate level of territorial governance render these guidelines more akin to policy
statements rather than actual government acts, even if we must admit that this judgment
could be revised as a result of the progressive expansion of intermunicipal structural
planning initiatives. In fact, in the majority of the examined PS (Greve in Chianti, Peccioli,
Scandicci, Vaglia, Vicchio), there are no references to either settlement morphotypes or
“guidelines for actions” for their recognition. In the Lastra a Signa PS, the contextualisation
of the municipal territory as a “polycentric urban settlement morphotype of the great flood
plains” is cited in an addendum to the cognitive framework but has no effect in the plan
regulation. For Quarrata and Montemurlo, the paper is limited to two aspects: (1) adopting
PIT/PPR descriptive materials and regulatory requests, which are transcribed to the letter
in the case of Quarrata and described with better adherence to the specific context in the
case of Montemurlo; (2) confirming the PO’s obligation to clearly state all planned actions.
However, even in these cases, the regulatory structure of land-use planning tools does not
discuss any action it takes as a result of conformity to PIT/PPR indications (cf. Table 3,
Column i).

Table 3. Summary of the results of the examination of the municipal plans.

Approved PO That
Conform to the

PIT/PPR

(i) Explicit References to
PS Regulations as

“Indications for Actions”
Regarding Settlement

Morphotypes

(ii) Mapping of
Contemporary Urbanisation

Morphotypes

(iii) References to
Contemporary
Urbanisation

Morphotypes for PO
Discipline on Existing

Building Stock

(iv) References to
Contemporary
Urbanisation

Morphotypes for PO
Discipline on

Transformations

Greve in Chianti (FI) NO
Present in the PS

(Table QC8 “Contemporary
urbanisations morphotypes”)

NO
YES

References in regulation
data sheets

Lastra a Signa (FI) NO

Present in the PS
“Invariants from the PIT/PPR
and PTC Urbanised territory”;
Table QC 2 III-IV “Invariants

from the PIT/PPR”)

NO
YES

References in regulation
data sheets
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Table 3. Cont.

Approved PO That
Conform to the

PIT/PPR

(i) Explicit References to
PS Regulations as

“Indications for Actions”
Regarding Settlement

Morphotypes

(ii) Mapping of
Contemporary Urbanisation

Morphotypes

(iii) References to
Contemporary
Urbanisation

Morphotypes for PO
Discipline on Existing

Building Stock

(iv) References to
Contemporary
Urbanisation

Morphotypes for PO
Discipline on

Transformations

Montemurlo (PO) YES
Present in the PS

(Table QC06 “Urban and
extra-urban fabrics”)

NO NO

Peccioli (PI) NO

NO
References to objectives cited
in the “Supporting report to

PO Conformation”

NO NO

Quarrata (PT) YES
Present in the PS

(Table QC09 “Map of urban
and extra-urban fabrics”)

NO NO

Scandicci (FI) NO

NO
Cited and described in the PS
(Variant of adjustment to the

PIT/PPR, art. 54, par. 4); refers
to a perimeterisation of

urbanised territory in Table 3
“Structural invariants”.

Objectives are verbatim to
art. 55, par. 3

NO

YES
Reference to “Guidelines

for landscape
redevelopment of

urbanised fabrics in the
contemporary city”

Vaglia (FI) NO
Present in the PS

(Table STA03 “Territorial and
settlement structure”)

YES
(With slight

nominal changes)
NO

Vicchio (FI) NO

Present in the PS (Table P3a
“Third invariant: morphotypes
of the contemporary city and

urbanised territory”

NO NO

4.1.2. Verification of the Presence of Mapping of Contemporary Urbanisation Morphotypes
in Examined Planning Tools

A different role is played by the “specific objectives related to contemporary urban-
isation morphotypes”, which are referenced directly in the PIT/PPR Discipline as “the
cognitive tool and technical-operational reference for the processing of urban and territorial
planning with reference to the development of urban fabrics and the design of their edges”
(art. 4, cl. 3); and subsequently cited in a directive that calls for the following provision
“in the formulation of urban planning tools, Municipalities pursue specific objectives re-
lated to each contemporary urbanisation morphotype, as described by the PIT/PPR for
the classification of urban fabrics and the design of their edges” (art. 12, par. 3). Thus
to summarise, when formulating their territorial planning tools (the PS) and their urban
planning tools (the PO), municipalities must: (i) when drafting their PS, use the taxonomy
of contemporary urbanisation morphotypes present in the PIT/PPR as a fundamental
cognitive tool and technical-operational reference; and (ii) when drafting their PO, adopt
specific objectives assigned by the PIT/PPR to each morphotype in order to classify urban
fabrics and the design of their edges. Regarding land-use planning, the PIT/PPR introduces
an obligation to use an unprecedented type of zoning as opposed to the traditional Italian
approach, which is based on national laws passed in 1967/1968 that are still in effect today.
The approach to urban land-use planning defined at that time set limits for both building
density and the ratio between private spaces (for residential/productive use) and public
(or collective) spaces. These quantitative limits were assigned according to “homogeneous
territorial zones”, the recognition and delineation of which had to be contained in planning
tools. Over time, in the drafting practices of urban planning instruments, traditional zoning
has also been based on qualitative parameters and objectives, most of which aim to man-
age building transformations in continuity with existing typological characteristics. The
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PIT/PPR is part of this experimentation, as it identifies criteria for defining “homogeneous
territorial zones” and provides a specific set of quality objectives. However, as we will see,
its relation to the traditional approach is not without ambiguity.

The examined case studies present different solutions with respect to this theme (cf.
Table 3, Column ii). For the municipalities of Scandicci and Peccioli, the examination of
published materials related to the general variant of adjustment to the PIT/PPR did not
reveal an effective mapping of morphotypes. In all the other cases, structural planning tools
contain the mapping in dedicated tables rather than addenda. However, the methods used
to create perimeters are rather differentiated. The Montemurlo PS (approved in 12/2018)
does not precisely identify internal parts of the urbanised territory but rather uses vaguely
spatialised labelling that indicates the presence of morphotypological classes on a scale
of 1:10,000. The task of being more precise is entrusted to the PO, “the subsequent acts of
territorial government, and firstly the PO, describe in more detail the perimeters of urban
and extra-urban fabrics and implement the specific objectives of contemporary urbanisation
morphotypes by addressing them in the discipline of land use” (Montemurlo PS, Technical
implementation standards, p. 30). However, the Montemurlo PO (approved in 4/2019) is
less committed to defining a more accurate perimeterisation: “in identifying and regulating
urban and extra-urban fabrics, the PO clarified the location of morphotypes reducing
it to zonings of the previous PO and adopting the Plan’s regulations and provisions in
specific objectives and operational guidelines for various morphotypes” (Montemurlo
PO, Report on conformity with the PS, PTC and PIT/PPR, p. 22). We can do nothing
else but report how, in this passage, the notion of contemporary urbanisation morphotype
loses its nature of “fundamental cognitive tool and technical-operational reference”, with
consequences that will be discussed along with the effectiveness of the role of analytical
categories proposed by the PIT/PPR to inform the actions of urban quality improvement.
In the other examined cases, identification of morphotypes is conducted by categorising
land area based on PIT/PPR classification (as in the case of Greve in Chianti, Quarrata,
Vaglia, Vicchio), in other words, excluding the road system, public spaces and unbuilt areas
within the urbanised territory from the perimeterisation. The identified areas tend to be
very small, less than one block in size. The only exception to this condition is the case of
Lastra a Signa (approved in 12/2018), in which the PS categorises all of the space within
the urbanised territory based on PIT/PPR classification.

4.1.3. Verification of the Presence of References to Contemporary Urbanisation
Morphotypes for the Discipline of Existing Building Stock in Examined PO

According to LR 65/2014, the PO is organised into two sections: one focuses on the
management of existing building stocks and the other on rules for urban transformations.
Thus, it is legitimate to ask which of the two parts must adopt urban quality objectives
of the PIT/PPR “by addressing them in the discipline of land use”. This question should
not appear naive, considering that the observation of PO conformant with the Plan reveals
divergent interpretations (cf. Table 3, Column iii). The Vaglia PO (approved in 3/2020)
is the only plan that uses morphotype zoning for the management of existing building
stock. Land area within the urbanised territory is divided according to classification
of morphotypes, which includes the identification of very small portions that are no
bigger than one block. The requirements associated with this zoning (Vaglia PO, Technical
implementation standards, Chapter 2 “Discipline of morphotypes in urbanised territory”)
govern land use for both the definition of admissible functions and categories of building
work, at least for buildings that are not otherwise classified. We must admit that PIT/PPR
taxonomy adopted in this way is simply another version of zoning with which building
transformations are governed in current practices. The association of PIT/PPR quality
objectives with the zoning of such a small spatial grain produces involuntarily bizarre
effects. Let us consider the example in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Mapping of contemporary urbanisation morphotypes in Vaglia PO (excerpt); the acronym
T.R.5 identifies a “punctiform contemporary urbanisation morphotype”. In this case, the PO imple-
ments the PIT/PPR by assigning landscape quality objectives designed for a large-scale intervention
in an area occupied by only two isolated houses.

On a narrow valley floor wedged in the hills that separate Florence from Mugello near
the town of Vaglia, there is an area that developed along a state road made up of two isolated
houses, which has been perimetered and classified as “T.R.5 punctiform contemporary
urbanisation morphotype”. For this reason, regulations related to the discipline of land
(Vaglia PO, art. 11) obligate, with a wording that in not always clear, the use of PIT/PPR
objectives for this type of fabric as (1) “promoting an urban landscape project that can
generate a porous urban space starting from a low-density fabric giving the settlement a
clear urban matrix while valorising the continuous shift between urban-rural relations” and
(2) “building ‘urban boulevards’ in the district, transforming main roads into ‘functional
thoroughfares’ lined with public or residential services”.

This effect, which is paradoxical due to the evident contrast between the scale of the
objectives and that of the area of application, is avoided by all the other sample cases that
follow the aforementioned expedient, explained during the conformation conference of
the Montemurlo PO. All of the other cases confirmed traditional types of zoning aimed at
managing building transformations to be implemented through direct interventions. There-
fore, at least in the form of the PO, they have excluded references to PIT/PPR regulations
in the discipline of existing building stock. In some situations (Montemurlo, Peccioli and
Quarrata), the PO contains no reference to PIT/PPR taxonomy or objectives; for this reason,
it is extremely difficult to verify conformity with its directives.

4.1.4. Verification of the Presence of References to Contemporary Urbanisation
Morphotypes in the Discipline of Transformations in Examined PO

As can be seen from the summary in Table 3, in the majority of examined cases, PO
regulations that contain requirements for transformation areas do not contain direct refer-
ences to specific PIT/PPR objectives regarding contemporary urbanisation morphotypes
(cf. Table 3, Column iv). Only in a few of the examined situations (Greve in Chianti, Lastra
a Signa and Scandicci) is a reference to PIT/PPR objectives explicitly present. In Scandicci,
the “regulation data sheets” addended to the technical implementation standards, referring
to specific PIT/PPR objectives only for interventions “pertinent to the size and nature of
the intervention and to the characteristics of the reference context”. The selected cases
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suggest that the criterion of relevance is in the proximity of the intervention to the urban
edge. It is likely useful to emphasise that the Scandicci PO does not refer directly to the
PIT/PPR but rather to some marginal content in the Plan, such as “Guidelines for landscape
redevelopment of urbanised fabric in the contemporary city” (Addendum 2).

The PO regulations of Lastra a Signa (approved in 11/2021), the only case of all
those examined, associate PIT/PPR objectives for the “reference morphotype” with each
transformation area. The Lastra PO adopts these objectives with an apparently sincere
conviction, as the references are not written verbatim, as seen in many other situations,
but modified and integrated to render them more adherent to specific local conditions.
The objectives appear to be well-proportioned with respect to the spatial scale of the
intervention. Finally, it is useful to point out that recognition of this outstanding condition in
the examined framework must be associated with the technique used for zoning delineation
(i.e., the Lastra PO has designed morphotypes better than all of the other examined samples,
(cf. Figure 9), extended to the involvement of public space and able to properly indicate
“fabrics” rather than “blocks”.
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4.1.5. Edge Redevelopment in PO Conformant with the PIT/PPR

As we stated several times, and according to the unequivocal expression of the
PIT/PPR discipline, the fundamental trait of urban fabric redevelopment regards “the
design of its edges”. This aspect has eminently qualitative characteristics that cannot be
read analytically or schematically when compiling values in a table. However, it appears
necessary to take a deeper look at this subject and the way in which urban planning tools
take on this task. As previously reported, there is a conflict between two virtuous objectives
that the integrated provision of the PIT/PPR with LR 65/2014 cannot resolve. On one side,
there is the objective of containing land consumption by limiting settlement expansion;
on the other side, the objective is to configure a new design of the urban edge by finding
space within the rural territory. Let us consider this excerpt from “building materials” in
the Lastra a Signa PS (Addendum and Invariant from the PIT/PPR and PTC “Urbanised
territory”): “in designing the perimeter of fabrics with small size and/or density, it has
sometimes proved appropriate—as indicated in the PIT/PPR and if the objectives of the
related fabric so provide—to not use the actual border but to redefine it by incorporating
the periurban open spaces needed to implement specific operational strategies of landscape
planning in implementation of the PO according to regional guidelines”.
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The conflict we are referring to sometimes provokes clear consequences in the struc-
turing of the “story” with which the plans are proposed. In Vicchio (cf. Figure 10), the
urbanised territory perimeter of the PS (approved in 4/2019) incorporates large flat culti-
vated areas; therefore, we must admit that they are not urbanised.
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Figure 10. Actions to improve urban edges in the planning tools of Vicchio: aerial photo (left),
mapping of contemporary urbanisation morphotypes in the PS (centre); map of land use rules in the
PO (right). The outline in the aerial photograph indicates where soil sealing has resulted from urban
edge redevelopment.

Regarding these areas, the PO (approved in 10/2019) has partially built-up transfor-
mation areas with a description that we find significant, namely “a new design of the
northern border of Vicchio city centre through the creation of new public areas (sports
greens, public greens and new roadways) and a new residential complex”. In other words,
the intervention is needed to improve the urban edge. However, the logical order of the
matter, or the political agenda that motivated it, can be more effectively told in another way.
The community, represented by its administration, wants to enlarge its sports areas but
does not have adequate resources. To achieve this objective, it must draw on the land rent
coming from the creation of a few thousand square metres of new homes. The PS contains
the conditions under which it is possible to achieve this result. The PO turns this aspiration
into quantitative parameters, alignments and planimetric locations. Thus, we must ask,
how has the PIT/PPR—particularly the technical-operational reference of contemporary
urbanisation morphotypes and the redevelopment objectives of connected urban fabrics—
influenced the local planning process in this case? The most honest and brief answer would
essentially be in the language, i.e., in the rhetoric of the argumentation used by the plans,
as the PIT/PPR influences language much more than transformation outcomes.

The Peccioli PO (approved in 7/2018) “confirms redevelopment of the inhabited edge
on the west side of the hamlet of Fabbrica”. The hamlet is located on a hill ridge that
runs along a promontory facing onto the Valdera hills. The aims of redevelopment, as
stated in the dedicated regulation data sheet, “have resulted from and been subject to a
specific Co-planning Conference with the Region”. The PO provision consists of a series of
building interventions aimed at a residential development of the area, including a change
of use for rural and production buildings (surface area of 2000 m2) and new buildings
(surface area of 3740 m2). The interventions regard a “settlement in direct contact with
the countryside, in which residual olive groves remain”; this condition has prompted the
administration responsible for the PO to recognise a “strategic environment for urban rede-
velopment and development of the design of edges in accordance with article 4 paragraph
4 of LR 65/2014”. It appears to mean that the critical condition of the urban edge that
‘mingles’ with the olive grove is to be ‘overcome’ through “transformation solutions that
are strongly integrated with the agricultural context, adopting interesting models and types
‘tending toward passivity’ by experimenting ‘with true settlement sustainability’” ( . . . )
“Thus, the PO moves away from purely urban references by experimenting solutions with
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minor impact on components of the landscape” (Peccioli PO, technical implementation
standards, regulation data sheet). To summarise, these transformation solutions concern the
“experimentation of architectural solutions deriving from rural tradition integrated with
references to contemporary types”; adoption of “forms of passivity as integrated as possible
with the scope of a design aimed at self-efficiency and eco-compatibility, including energy
saving and sustainable use of resources”; and the adoption of a settlement model based on
single-family dwellings on individual lots, in which the “the fence effect is as limited as
possible”, an objective for which “only mesh closures and gates hidden by multi-layered
hedges and light structures for access systems” are acceptable for divisions between lots.

The text also contains a nod to the PIT/PPR’s constant appeal to valorise the multi-
functionality of peri-urban agriculture. Regarding the two plans implemented with the task
of defining spatial transformation characteristics, “we can expect solutions that protect the
olive groves, which can be used as green spaces open to the public or for private activities
linked to the adjacent buildings”.

We must ask ourselves, how does this incident—which has passed a formal conformity
inspection regarding strategic planning and regional landscape at least three times—show
the PIT/PPR’s ability to upgrade the strategic approach and design results of local planning?
It seems that we must confirm the most evident effect of the rhetoric of argumentation
used to legitimise the choices. This case—due to the visual prefiguration of the ‘master
plan’ contained in the support document regarding the Peccioli PO’s conformity with the
PIT/PPR (cf. Figure 11)—raises the issue of an urgent need for a clearer definition of the
quality model that the Plan uses to assess the urban edge in relation to the rural territory.Sustainability 2022, 14, 1851 25 of 34 
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Figure 11. “Strategic framework for the improvement of the design of urban edges” (Supporting
report to the conformation of the PO of Peccioli to the PIT/PPR, p. 36). The photograph above shows
the current state of the hill ridge; the sketch below illustrates the urban-edge regeneration project
based on new, low-density residential construction.
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4.2. Individual Interviews with Municipal Plan Designers: Summary of Results

The interviewed subjects (cf. par. 3.2 above) expressed a substantially positive assess-
ment of the PIT/PPR in its entirety, especially regarding aspects linked to the interpretative
reading of the regional territory and the identification of morphotypes on various scales.
This richness of semantics was generally assessed as useful for the drafting of the various
PS, even if at times there was much repetition in the requirements to the point of almost
duplicating what had already been addressed in the PIT/PPR. Another observation was
the complexity and redundancy of the language used in the PIT/PPR, which for public
events—participatory phases for the drafting of the PS/PO—made the explanation of the
need to adapt municipal tools to the PIT/PPR extremely difficult.

The absence of a more precise definition of the term “urban quality” in PIT/PPR
materials was generally not seen as a limitation or problem, due to the common perception
that the issue is extremely difficult to settle and definitions that are too strict could generate
more problems for conformity and operativity than they could solve.

The most relevant issues that emerged from the individual interviews conducted with
the designers, indicated in Table 4, are listed below except for the difficulty that most of the
interviewees expressed regarding the many formal steps needed to obtain the approval of
municipal planning tools from local offices of the Ministry of Culture Heritage, which is
responsible for protecting the national landscape.

Table 4. Summary of the outcome of the interviews with the designers.

Questions Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

Freelancer appointed
by “intermediate”

municipality

Freelancer appointed
by “intermediate” and

“remote” municipalities

In-house design
manager for “belt”

municipality

In-house design
manager for “belt”

municipality

A. General assessment
of the PIT/PPR

Positive: especially on
a “scenario” level and
regarding the reading

of the regional territory.
Controversy: heavy

redundancy in writing
of the disciplines.

Positive: good guide to
territorial

interpretation.
Controversy: appears

dispersive, language is
too specialised.

Positive: great wealth
of analytical elements

and useful materials for
drafting PS/PO.

Positive: appears to be
a regional “structural
plan”, which permits

identification of
municipalities’ tasks on

a detailed scale.
Appears to be a
“manual” for
drafting PS.

Controversy: the
“operational” aspect is

underestimated, and
morphotypes are not
sufficient enough to
compensate for this.

B. Assessment of the
PIT/PPR in

conjunction with the
urban planning law

Controversy: renew the
PIT/PPR and LR

65/2014 together. Work
in direction of Emilian

model (absence of
double level,

quantification of land
consumption). Clear

work protocol between
superintendency and

Regione Toscana is
needed. Requests by

superintendencies
must be standardised.

Controversy: art. 4 par.
4 of LR 65/2014 is not
rigorously applied and
appears to contradict
PIT/PPR objectives.
LR 65/2014 should
indicate quantity of

consumable land (as in
Emilia Romagna) to

contrast excessive land
consumption dynamics.
Eliminate duplication

of urban planning tools,
the PS is superfluous

(except for several
aspects of the
regional area).

Essentially positive:
introduce more

flexibility in urbanised
territory limits; the fact

that the PS is not
binding, except in

perimeter and sizing,
makes it superfluous

(such as the Provincial
Coordination

Territorial Plans).

Positive: LR 65/2014
and PIT/PP work

together sufficiently.
They leave margins for
Municipalities to work
well “in compliance”.

Controversy: limitation
of land consumption

linked to a demarcation
“line” must be a

starting point,
administrations must
be able to implement
good planning within

the densification/
expansion dialectic.
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Table 4. Cont.

Questions Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

C. Assessment of
procedures

(Are procedures
needed to verify
urban quality?)

Controversy: substantial
difficulties in managing

legally binding
regulations of the
Superintendency.

Different plans drafted
with similar principles

and criteria are assessed
differently by various

offices. Clear protocols
must be established.

Superintendencies have
difficulty assessing

planning aspects that
differ from

authorisations regarding
landscape assets

Controversy:
procedures only

partially guarantee
quality and

effectiveness of the
PS/PO. Contingencies,

contexts, cultural
propensities and

supply chain
management have a

great effect.

Positive: there were no
excessive problems in

adhering to the
PIT/PPR.

Controversy: intervene
in the relationship with
the superintendency to

resolve the legally
binding system.
Difficulty of the

superintendency to
work on an urban level.

Controversy: it is a
serious issue that at

present only nine plans
are conformant.
Procedures are

exceptionally long. The
conformation

mechanism must be
totally redesigned.
Excessive mistrust

between administration
levels, more than in the

public/private
relationship. The

five-year duration is
useful if the office

is efficient.

D. Assessment the
PIT/PPR’s

effectiveness in
guiding “urban

quality” of
Tuscan cities

Positive: contemporary
urbanisation

morphotypes (CUM)
obligate enhancement of

settlement analysis
requested by DM

1444/1968.
Controversy: settlement
morphotypes detailed

with CUM in the PO also
cause a tendency to
overlap areas in DM
1444/1968 and the
CUM themselves.

Controversy/Negative:
control of urban quality,
expressed in reference
to landscape but to be

achieved by urban
tools (which is

managed by designers
of the PS/PO) is

unlikely to be definable
and operable.

Controversy:
everything outside the

urbanised territory
seems to have a greater

value than what
constitutes it.

Controversy: urban
quality depends on a
multiplicity of actions
that are not all part of

planning. The
definition of urban

quality is only possible
throughout the entire

design process,
conformity with the
PIT/PPR is only the

first fundamental step
but if alone it is

insufficient.
Consider the

importance of the
public works sector.

E. Assessment of
Morphotypes (in the

direction of urban
quality)

Positive: they are
generally considered

useful.
Controversy: to match

undeveloped areas to be
converted to CUM, the

character of nearby
built-up areas must

be used.
Tendency to

automatically indicate
CUM as ‘planned fabrics’
for non-urbanised areas

to be transformed.
Prevalent use of T.R.6,

T.R.7 as more
operational tools.

Controversy:
effectiveness with
respect to different
objectives is scarce.

Absence of “synergy”
between different

morphotypes
and invariants

Positive:
correspondence has

been found despite the
presence of

non-homogeneous
situations in the

municipal territory.

Positive: the CUM
device is interesting,
even if the territories
are more complex. A
good GRP of the past

could achieve this type
of results.

Controversy: calls for
actions on private

properties.
Regarding the PO,

specific knowledge of
an individual building
is needed (classification
and intervention class);

thus, the PIT/PPR
should encourage this

type of filing.
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Table 4. Cont.

Questions Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

F. Assessment of
guidelines (in the

direction of
urban quality)

Positive: attempting to
address planovolumetric
aspects is interesting. As

abaci and references,
useful for enhancing

imaginary and
presenting

different solutions.

Controversy: they raise
the issue of urban

aspects. Useful, even if
misleading in several

cases (e.g., T.R.8
Linear fabric)

Positive: use of
guidelines was

particularly intense,
especially for

verifying positive or
negative solutions in

drafting of design
sheets appended to

the PO.
Strengthening of this

tool is advisable.

Positive: a reference to
guidelines was added to
the PO, this sometimes

helps to orient the
business of private

individuals.
Controversy: the role of

previsualisations is
delicate, the

“planovolumetric”
solution is the

responsibility of
private designers.

G. Assessment of the
PIT/PPR’s

effectiveness in
elevating urban

margin edge quality

Controversy: modest
results with respect to
PIT/PPR ambitions.

Tendency to trivialise the
intervention on urban

edges (tree rows, hedges
and placement of

drainage car parks).
Absence of other

integrated tools (PSR,
POR, FESSR, PNRR, etc.).

Controversy: regarding
the intervention of the
current interpretation
of art. 4 par. 4, there is
an intrinsic weakness

in the possibility of
“improving” urban
edge quality due to

excessive
fragmentation of the

interventions.

Controversy:
indications provided

by specific design
sheets drafted with

support from
guidelines for areas
in contact with the

rural territory.

Controversy:
the PO, implementation

plans and individual
private projects are

important; however, the
quality of results often

depends on builders. To
manage urban edge

quality, every object must
first be known (such as

metal stalls), even if
illegal. Classification of
existing objects (such as

metal stalls)
must prevent

transformations in
building volumes.

The first relevant issue regarding the urban quality expressed by the interviewees is the
effect of the integrated provision of the PIT/PPR with LR 65/2014 on the PS/PO, especially
the need to identify a defined urban edge. However, their opinions were quite divergent:
some (particularly external professionals appointed to design urban tools) expressed the
importance of having a precise quantification of the urbanised surface to include within the
limit in order to orient transformations of different territories towards urban regeneration
and/or densification; others (especially internal designers from municipal offices) expressed
the importance of maintaining a certain flexibility and adaptability of the edge in special
and contingent situations, such as adjustment dynamics arising in the production sector or
the need to add residential areas in response to an increased demand for housing.

The second issue regards the usefulness of identifying morphotypes in municipal
plan tools in conformity with the PIT/PPR. The interviewees agreed that this is useful for
increasing exploratory activities put in place during the drafting of tools; however, it also
involves some sort of correspondence exercise that is not always useful or beneficial for the
disciplines, especially when drafting the PO. Quality objectives regarding contemporary
urbanisation morphotypes are difficult to achieve on a land-use planning level, including
actions that involve private property and the resulting implementation difficulties.

All the interviewees agree on the third and final issue regarding the fact that the
PIT/PPR can only act as an authoritative stimulus in the direction of elevating urban
quality. In fact, this urban quality, in any possible variation in any of the municipalities, can
only be pursued and achieved through a lucky combination of various factors. In reference
to a strictly disciplinary dimension, these factors regard activities of municipal offices
throughout the entire process of drafting, calibrating and monitoring the implementation of
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the PO, through continuous dialogue between private proposers and departments within
the Government. Such is the case with the public works sector, due to the choices they
are called upon to make and the resources that they have, who are often responsible for
considerable transformations that affect urban quality and yet often work independently of
municipal planning tools.

5. Discussion

As we initially stated, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the effectiveness with
which quality control principles for settlements and urban landscapes defined by the
PIT/PPR of Regione Toscana are implemented in urban planning tools on a local scale.
From this point of view, we can observe the following with regard to both the transforma-
tion of existing settlements and control of future interventions. As we stated previously,
the objective of the PIT/PPR is to influence the nature and composition of urban planning
tools in order to improve their ability to control urban quality. A clear example of this is
the PIT/PPR’s use of the concept of “morphotypes of contemporary urbanisation” as a
fundamental “knowledge and technical-operational tool” for the preparation of municipal
plans. As we have endeavoured to show through local case studies, the zoning method
proposed by the PIT/PPR has not been able to modernise traditional techniques of identi-
fying “homogenous territorial zones”, which have been present in Italy since 1968. With
respect to the innovative approach, based on the recognition and use of “morphotypes of
contemporary urbanisation”, called for in the PIT/PPR, many local planning tools have
(1) completely ignored it, (2) used it but without sincere conviction, or (3) used it but
changed the recognition criteria on the basis of their own objectives.

The limitations of the PIT/PPR as a regulatory device appear to be evident. However,
we must consider that it was conceived to be both a technical tool and a descriptive narrative
about the Tuscan landscape. The latter aspect is an extensive and in-depth specialistic
reflection written by the Regional Councillor for Urban and Landscape Planning who was
responsible for the Plan’s preparation and approval—architect and professor, Anna Marson.
The PIT/PPR authors also (or mostly) intended to promote a cultural action. However,
immediately after its approval, the PIT/PPR was criticised by many for being oriented
towards the “restoration” of an old territorial model. While not lacking in merit, these
criticisms showed an inadequate understanding of the Plan’s real innovative potential. In
our opinion, this potential comes from envisioning landscape configurations that are both
based on longue durée identity characteristics and are able to follow new development
directions. This development appears consistent with the goals of social, economic and
environmental innovation that were more broadly expressed by the government action of
the Regione Toscana in the years that the PIT/PPR was being developed.

These goals include limiting soil consumption; curating the transition from urban
to non-urban contexts; envisioning the innovative potential of rural areas; protecting
peripheral and remote areas from encroaching urbanisation. As a result, the PIT/PPR
inevitably appears to be a complex “narrative” and, as such, does not always adhere to
the objectivity that is typical of government tools for spatial transformations. In this sense,
namely through the construction of its own narrative, the PIT/PPR adopts a notion of
landscape similar to that expressed in the ELC (i.e., “an area, as perceived by people”);
however, in this case, it is perceived primarily by technicians and scholars. In this regard,
one could make a few critical comments on the involvement of ordinary citizens in the
drafting of the PIT/PPR or on the accessibility of its language.

It seems that the six years that have passed since the PIT/PPR was approved have
not been sufficient to make any final conclusions about its effect on the evolution of the
Tuscan landscape. In the partial and provisional assessment that we have outlined in
this paper, we have identified some weaknesses in the technical tools that regulate the
relationship between the regional plan (PIT/PPR) and local plans (PS or PO). However,
what remains resistant in the implementation of the PIT/PPR is the power of the narrative
that emerges from its comprehensive content. This narrative envisions a future for Tuscany
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that is respectful of its resources and consistent with the historical principles that shaped its
evolution. It is hoped that future revisions of the PIT/PPR, which have often been called for
in public debate, will be able to strengthen its weaknesses without weakening its strengths.

6. Conclusions

The case examined in the paper is consistently linked to the framework of rules that
characterise the Italian landscape planning model. However, it is useful to see the lessons
learned as an example of how to develop this approach.

Our first consideration concerns the importance of an appropriate treatment of the
transition from urban to non-urban contexts. The Tuscan experience has dealt with the
following epistemological question: what do we mean by landscape quality in reference to
settlements and urban landscapes? As our literature review highlighted, there is a funda-
mental ambiguity between two definitions and two scales: in the first, the landscape quality
of settlements is defined as the formal completion, recognition of edges and distinction
between urban and rural domains; in the second, a high-quality urban landscape contains a
number of functions that have changed over time and now include services regarding sus-
tainability and quality of life. The Tuscan case both emphasises the first theme and shows
the implications that it brings to the relationship between different planning systems. As we
have observed in our examination of Italian landscape plans, particularly the Tuscan plan,
the two areas of study are applied in different types of actions. The distinction between
urban and rural domains is particularly used in the complex relationship between (1) rural
planning and (2) policies and planning on a territorial or urban scale, usually through such
laws and tools as transfer of development rights, which aim to remove buildings that are
inconsistent with the character of local landscapes. In this field of action, the main issue is
to find the best definition of “urban-rural edge” that can enrich contact between these two
domains, often through the strategic use of multifunctional agriculture.

Therefore, with regard to settlement and urban quality, we believe that action must be
taken to increase the effectiveness of landscape plans through the strengthening of interin-
stitutional and intersectoral governance, which can refine and improve technical devices
that regulate the relationship between plans and programmes of different competencies and
on different scales. As our investigation of the case study has shown, it is fundamentally
important that, once a landscape plan has been approved, its implementation must be
made possible through a series of regulatory and procedural tools. Otherwise, regardless
of how highly innovative the plan may be, there is a risk that it will remain a political and
cultural document with limited operational use.

The objectives of the Tuscan Plan are certainly present in the agendas of the adminis-
trations and institutions that have jurisdiction throughout the entire region, but we believe
they are also implementable and/or being implemented throughout the rest of Italy and
even Europe.

Therefore, the larger issue is which instruments and strategies can be mobilised to
strengthen the effectiveness of intersectoral landscape plans on a regional scale, as their
implementation is usually quite difficult, particularly in reference to the themes we have
addressed in this article. These plans are also expressed as a complex “narrative” that does
not entirely adhere to the objectivity of tools used to govern spatial transformations.

In this regard, we believe that one strategy that we can propose is to expand the
sharing of this narrative, which has been written by a group of specialists and technicians,
to include the results of a collective construction, as stated in the ELC, which emphasises
the importance of people’s perceptions in the recognition of a landscape. However, it is
necessary to deeply reassess how citizens participate in the so-called “social production” of
plans. We need to abandon the idea that “local subjectivity” and “grassroots movements”
always have good intentions: an idea that presumes communities are always cohesive and
that trivialises their contributions. Landscape “as perceived by the population” can be
a patchwork of visions containing conflicts between various stakeholders, insiders and
outsiders. In this regard, we believe that it could be important to endow the European
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Landscape Observatories with greater resources and functions so that they can effectively
put into practice their competences of the knowledge, awareness and sharing of landscape
values. Moreover, they could host discussion forums with technical and political parties
involved in the drafting of landscape plans that focus on how to involve the population or
choose the type of language to be used in plans.

Another strategy to improve the effectiveness of landscape plans with regard to
quality control of settlements and urban landscapes could be to develop intersectoral
policies for landscape, especially regarding urban edge redevelopment. In this area, our
investigation of the case study has shown that using only urban-oriented tools is insufficient
and that decisive contributions could come from rural development planning and all
tools linked to community resources. These additions could go a long way in affirming
the idea of sustainable economic development and respecting landscape values. There
already are some integrated landscape projects that are either moving in this direction or
being developed in several Italian and European regions by principled local authorities
who do not see adopting a landscape plan as a mere bureaucratic conformance but are
taking full advantage of the opportunity that its content has to offer. To move these
experiences from being episodic to systematic, a change of perspective is needed, one that
considers landscape as a public policy that (1) governs all other policies with spatial effects,
(2) connects different sectoral actions and (3) integrates and makes consistent all regional
policies with spatial effects.

Our assessment of what came after the approval of the PIT/PPR contributes to a
reflection on the second abovementioned field of action, which sees urban landscape as
a complex indicator of quality of life and can find more direct applications in the urban
project field. The Tuscan case shows that it is not easy to clearly distinguish responsi-
bilities regarding landscape planning from those regarding land-use regulations, nor the
hierarchical relationship between the two fields of action.

This relationship can be complicated by different governance systems. For example,
one of the clearest goals of the PIT/PPR, albeit expressed as a general orientation rather
than a strict regulation, is the development of territorial policies that create a new balance
in the distribution of future production sites. Such sites should be concentrated in eco-
logically equipped production areas on the open plain that have adequate infrastructures,
thus leaving valley floors and remote areas free. This objective appears quite difficult to
accomplish, as the current governance structure is not able to find transfers of development
rights that can balance the economic effects of redistributing new productive sites across
various municipalities.

The complexity of the relationship between the two abovementioned fields of action—
landscape planning and urban planning—needs to be managed through the development
of an appropriate reflection on the technical nature and operational possibilities of planning
tools. Underestimating this issue can lead to ineffective results, as is often evident in the
implementation of the Tuscan plan.
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